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I am a user-centered design leader who loves solving problems and building 
solutions. I do this by understanding the customer needs, the business needs, 
and leading teams to craft strategic solutions. I’m seeking opportunities in which 
my curiosity can be an asset that leads to awesome solutions that help people.

Alkami Technology [7/2017 - Present]
MANAGER OF UX STRATEGY & DESIGN: Currently leading a diverse team of 
seven designers and researchers to deliver user-centered products that meet 
Alkami’s business strategy and technical capabilities. During my tenure, I’ve 
established our new user research discipline and I’m currently responsible for 
leading this practice which has accelerated our product confidence and delivery. 
This entails coordinating with our customers to conduct a full range of research 
tactics including ethnographic research and usability studies which we use to 
deliver actionable insights. Additionally, I work closely with senior executives and 
clients to bring focus and priority to end-user needs and goals.

Primary Activities:
- Serve as Principal and founding member of AXL (Alkami Experience Lab)
- Oversee all research activities and programs, both internally and externally
- Mentor/Coach product managers in design thinking tactics and PM activities
- Craft professional development plans with direct reports based on their career 
goals, 360-reviews and feedback gathered on their behalf

Highlights:
- Established a new research discipline from the ground up
- Coached cross-functional teams in research and design thinking tactics
- Established new partnerships with financial institutions to conduct in-office visits 
and usability sessions
- Defined and delivered on several KPI’s for the design team, including our first 
Alignment Triangle
- Formalized the design team job descriptions and levels to inform my direct 
reports’ individual professional growth
- Established and maintained a training practice within a defined budget

- Design Thinking
- User-Centered Design
- Event Facilitation
- Professional Development
- Product Innovation

In addition to traditional UX skills, I also practice the following to bring value:
- Program Development/Establishment
- Public Speaking
- Customer Experience (CX)
- Sensemaker
- Budgets and Planning
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RTC/Wunderman [6/2012 - 5/2013]
UX DESIGNER: In this position, I worked closely with the strategy team, 
copywriters and art directors to create designs for websites and mobile devices. I 
was responsible for wireframes and information architecture for various 
pharmaceutical clients. I conducted user testing and planning for these projects 
as well. I also created a user-centered design proposal to educate the client and 
advocate for a user-centered design approach for a new drug indication.

Highlights:
- Client Experience - Zytiga, Prevnar, Abilify, Remicade

HUGE Inc [5/2013 - 2/2014]
INTERACTION DESIGNER: As an interaction designer at Huge I contributed to 
the team by working on new designs for websites and mobile experiences. I 
added value by assisting with the research and creating designs for new business 
pitches. I conducted target audience research and competitive analysis to drive 
the strategy and outcomes. I was able to help plan and execute a social media 
platform for Audi designed to integrate their branded social media outlets into a 
single digital destination.

Highlights:
- Client Experience - Zumba, Exxon Mobile, AXA Insurance
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Intuit [2/2014 - 6/2017]
SENIOR EXPERIENCE DESIGNER: At Intuit I did full life cycle product design 
working with multidisciplinary teams. I defined the strategy and schedules, then 
conducted research that fed into new products and features. I then synthesized 
and shared the findings, arrived at actionable insights and executed designs 
based on the findings. I’ve lead other designers through this process while 
shepherding the designs through engineering, product management, marketing, 
and other functional partners to deliver the customer benefit.

Highlights:
- Scott Cook Innovation Award Winner - 2016
- Patent candidate based on designs for a new service platform
- Led designs on several innovation efforts
- Created and led a design thinking program for junior high and high school 
students

ACS/Intellinex
QA Team Lead -- Las Colinas, TX 2004-2007

JWT / J. Walter Thompson
QA Manager -- Las Colinas, TX 2007-2011
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